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1. PARA 1 A REF A, STATION’S IMMEDIATE AND MOST LIKELY DEFINITIVE CHECK INDICATES NO OTHER KOSTIKOV TRAVEL OUTSIDE MEXI. MOST RECENT LILIN REPORTING 6 THRU 19 NOV SHOWS KOSTIKOV AT SOV EMB EVERY DAY. (NO LILIN REPORTING 9-10 AND 16-17 NOV.) WILL GET REPORTING EARLY THIS AFTERNOON RE KOSTIKOV ACTIVITIES 22 NOV. PLACING HIM UNDER SURVEILLANCE.

2. PARA 2B REF A, NO RECENT UNUSUAL KGB AND SOV EMB PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES 17 NOV TO DATE.

3. WILL SATISFY ALL OTHER REF A REQUIREMENTS ASAP.

4. REF B, IMMEDIATE AND PROBABLY DEFINITIVE CHECK SHOWS NO OTHER ALFIREV TRAVEL. LILIN REPORTING SHOWS ALFIREV AT SOV EMB 6 THRU 19 NOV. (NO LILIN COVERAGE 9-10 AND 16-17 NOV.)

5. COVERING ALFIREV ACTIVITIES SAME AS WITH KOSTIKOV. WILL PLACE HIM UNDER SURVEILLANCE ASAP.
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6. OTHER THAN INFO ALREADY SENT RE OSWALD'S CONNECTION WITH SOV AND CUBAN EMBS, NO OTHER INFO AVAILABLE. HOWEVER, STATION STAFF COVING ALL AVAILABLE MATERIALS.

7. STEPPING UP RECEIPT ALL INCOMING MATERIALS COVERING SOVEMs, TRYING GET LIPMANN COVERAGE OF SWITCHBOARD OF APT BUILDING WHERE RESIDE IN KAZANTSEV, SUSPECT KGB RESIDENT KONSTANTINOV AND SUSPECT GRU SHCHUCHKIN. HAVING LIPMANN REPORT MOVEMENTS SIDOROV AND MAKE SPECIAL EFFORT RE AUDIO OR AGAINST SID. INCOMING LIBRARY ON KGB KUZNETSOV WILL BE PROCESSED ASAP.

8. PROBABLE THAT OSWALD CONVERSATION ENVY TAPES ERASED.
   HOWEVER RECHECKING ALL UNEASED TAPES ENVY CENTER. SEP CABLE PROVIDES VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTS.
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C/S COMMENT: *Requested information concerning Valeri Vladimirovich Kostikov.